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35 Bakery were targeted as a definitive evidence
for the willful killing of civilians

The Syrian Network for Human Right- casualties Report-35 Bakery were targeted as a definitive evidence
for the willful killing of civilians.
There is no clearer and definitive evidence of the deliberate targeting for civilian citizens’ women, children,
and young people than shelling large crowd was queuing to get bread for their families.
This took place for the first time at Homs Province, when The Syrian regime’s security forces targeted bakeries and bread lines. The massacre started in Ashira neighborhood bakery 16-01-2012 and extended to different Syrian provinces, which included Aleppo, Hama Deir al-Zour and Idlib.
The Syrian Network for Human Rights (SNHR) documented; the targeting of 35 bakeries by the Pro-Government forces in various provinces of Syria, which indicates that it’s a widespread crime and the increasing
number proves that it’s systematic, targeting bakeries and bread lines according to the Syrian provinces is
as follows:
First Aleppo Province:
Aleppo: 24 bakeries were targeted; the attack killed at least 154 martyrs including 38 childe, and at least 549
wounded, including 70 children and more than 13 heavily injured.
Homs: 24 bakeries were targeted; the attack killed 31 martyrs including 12 childe, in addition to at least 285
Injuries, including 40 heavily injured.
Hama: targeting of Halfayas’ Bakery; 83 martyrs, including 7 children, in addition to 42 Injuries 17 among
them are heavily injured.
Idlib: Targeting a bakery in Kafr Owaid town; the attack killed 10 martyrs, including 4 women, in addition
to at least 120 wounded,40 among them are heavily injured.
Deir Al Zor: Targeting a bakery in the area of Al basira; killed 22 martyrs, including 3 civilians, in addition
to at least 45 wounded, 15 are heavily injured.
Rural Damascus: Harasta town: targeting of the Harasta market; which led to the destruction of a Bakery
called Capitola.
Thus, the Syrian government forces have targeted 35 bakeries, killed up to 310 civilians, including 60 children and 4 women were standing in bread lines, in addition to injuring at least 1257 wounded, In addition to
injuring at least 1257 wounded.
Attachment and details:
First: Aleppo Province:
Al bama Bakery- Al shear- 04/08/2012.
The artillery gunners of pro-regime Army forces targeted the Bakery, which results in a destruction of some
part but there were no casualties from the citizens.
Also the Shabb Bakery were shelled 10/13/2012 (I don’t know wither it was the Bama Bakery or not) killing
3 Martyrs.
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Hussein Bakery - Karam Alqatrgi 07/08/2012:
The pro-regime military forces shelled the Bakery as an approach for mass punishment on the people of
Aleppo, and destroyed parts of the building.
Jamal Bakery in Tariq al-Bab, - MiG warplanes which is owned only by the military pro-Syrian government
shelled the Bakery by rockets, killing 12 people in teen minutes and wounding not less than 25, and the
martyrs are as follows:
Seven Martyrs turned into parts and The Syrian network for human rights documented them as unidentified
bodies.

Attachments of documentation:
Benchi Bakery in Tariq al-Bab- Friday 08/10/2012,right at the same day Jamal Bakery was shelled, , which
led to at least 35 wounded with no martyrs and caused heavy destruction to the building.
Sheikh Sa’id Bakery 11/08/2012,In the context of the military campaign for pro-government forces over
Aleppo in order to rout out the opposition Free Syrian Army (FSA), they targeted Sheikh Sa’id Bakery by
artillery and Mortar shelling, 7 martyrs were killed and at least 20 were injured.
Automated Al-Zarra Bakery Massacre in Qadi Askar neighborhood, which considered one of the biggest
bakeries in town; the forces loyal to the Syrian government has been targeted it for four times, at the first two
times The shell caused no damage to the facility or casualties.
The third time16/08/2012 the artillery shelling and mortars, killed at least 41 residents of the neighborhood
and 27 injured people.
On 19/08/2012 the Bakery shelled again for the fourth time, after midnight on the first day of Eid al-Fitr.
7 mortars got killed from Shakshaks’ family including women could not be identified.
The Syrian Network for Human Rights could document only 25 mortars whereas the others turn in to pieces
and were registered as unidentified bodies.

Kanjou bakery, al-Maysar, Aleppo city, Thursday - 17/08/2012:
The Bakery was shelled by MiG missiles which are owned only by Syrian government army forces, and
just a few second later 47 citizens were wounded including children and the building was destroyed almost
completely.
video for one of the wounded children:
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Aqyuol bakery near Bab al-Hadid, Aleppo city-12/08/2012:
The Bakery was shelled with a number of missiles by pro-government army forces within the context of
attacking the neighborhoods controlled by the opposition Free Syrian Army (FSA), and punishing civilians
for embracing and supporting rebels, which led to the killing of at least 20 residents and the fall of at least
60 wounded:
Documentation attachments:

Backup Bakery in Al-Bab,22/08/2012:
The Air pro- government Force shelled the Bakery in Al-Bab town at rural Aleppo, causing a massive damage.
The shelling repeated once more at 12/09/2012.
National bakery in Mare` town 22/08/2012
The pro- government Air Force shelled the Bakery in Mare ` rural Aleppo, causing a massive damage.
Hannan Bakery_ Haidariya neighborhood city of Aleppo_24/08/2012:
Due to the repeated shelling targeting the infrastructure of opposition-controlled cities and districts in Aleppo
province, government forces attacked the bakery which called Hannan wounding two children with shrapnel
and destroying a large part of the building.
Al-zora bakery in Alsakhur neighborhood Aleppo26/08/2012:
The Syrian government heavy artillery bombed deliberately and directly the free army-controlled Bakery as a mass punishment for
residents, resulting of falling 17 wounded.
Automated Bakery in Dara Azza Aleppo countryside-06/09/2012:
Heavy artillery bombed the free army-controlled village the shelling targeted the bakery, which led to the destruction of parts of the
building and no fall wounded or martyrs.
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Solomon bakery in Halabi neighborhood Aleppo
08/09/2012:
The Syrian government air suddenly deliberate stroke
the bakery, resulting in a major distraction of the bakery and -Al-Hagar Masjid next to it.
On 20/09/2012 Al-Zora bakery were shelled in
Hananu housing, killed 3 martyrs, Hasan Al-abd Allah, and two unidentified bodies.

Marjah neighborhood bakery 20/09/2012:
The Syrian government air stroke the bakery in unjustified deliberately way resulting in a significant damage
to the building.
Bombing Marjah neighborhood bakery03/10/2012, and fall of-3 unidentified martyrs a child and two women.
On 08/10/2012 the shelling over the bakery renewed once more in Marjah neighborhood which led to martyrdom of – two female babies and one male baby.
- Within these video traces of blood and the children Clothes at shelling place:
Backup Bakery in Manbij, northern Aleppo,26/09/2012:
The Syrian government air stroke the backup bakery in the free army-controlled village causing a severe
damage.
On 01/10/2012 Masharqa neighborhood bakery was shelled, killing 3 unidentified martyrs one of them had
a smashed head.
- The massacre of Al-zora bakery-Hananu housing-23/10/2012:
As hundreds of residents lined up in a very long queue in front of the bakery, the pro-Syrian government
army tanks suddenly bumped those, killing 20 people on the spot and injured more than 45.
Names of the martyrs were documented through communication with their families and friends:
Video shows a girl child without a head.

A photo for The bakery after bombing.
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On 25/10/2012 Al-Achrafieh bakery was bombed, killing two unidentified martyrs.
Automated bakery in Soran town 29/10/2012:
The Syrian government air which is owned by the army under Bashar al-Assad leadership stroke the automated bakery in the free army-controlled village in order to deprive residents of bread leading to many
injuries.
Massacre of the Automated bakery in Al-otarb 31/10/2012:
MiG warplane shelled the free army-controlled village the shelling intend deliberately targeted the bakery
where dozens of residents was lining up in front of the bakery, killing 18 citizen, and more than 35 injured
people. martyrs who We identified them are:
Unknown martyr his body was lift under destruction.
Five mutilated martyrs we could not identify them nor to their names.
pulling out Video of two bodies from bakery rubble
Mustafa Mohammed Dipu- 61 year’s old- Shara.
Mohammad Omar Mahmoud-Father for 5children-Kafr Nash.
Ahmed Naïf Al-Abdullah- Father for- 7children- Kafr Nash.
Yahiya Mohammed Abdel Salam Al-kadda- Kafr Nash.
Hussam Mustafa-El Qanatir.
Unknown martyr his area has been identified but we couldn’t find out his name - Maarth Rural Aleppo.
Omar Mohammed Saud- Abyan.
Destruction caused of bakery shelling:
Backup bakery in Kafr Hamra town 31/10/2012:
-MiG warplane shelled the free army-controlled village, the shelling intend deliberately targeted the village’s
bakery, killing two children and a woman, wounded nearly 13 residents.
Al-Waled Massacre in Alhaidariya02/12/2012:
The Syrian government’s army forces mortars the village’s bakery, the attack killed 9 martyrs, including two
children, in addition to 45 wounded.
Adlbi bakery massacre Al-bustan neighborhood Aleppo 03/12/2012:
The Syrian government heavy artillery bombed suddenly deliberately and directly the residents who had
gathered by dozens in front of the bakery, killing 20 people in a glance and fell more than 115 injured.
Unidentified martyr
Another Unidentified martyr.
Automated bakery in Jarablus 08/12/2012:
The helicopter machine guns shelled different districts in city Jarablus as well as the automated bakery,
leaving not less than 17 wounded residents, causing significant damage for several numbers of facilities’ in
addition to the bakery.
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Al-zora bakery in Al-halk Ain el-Tal 18/12/2012:
The Syrian government heavy artillery shelled in a navigable way the bakery, resulting in the killing two
children, and at least 7 wounded.
Fall of two martyrs’ children and several injured as a result of the artillery shelling on the bakery-Ain el-tal.
Second: Homs: 6 bakeries were targeted:
Ashiras’ neighborhood bakery16/01/2012:
Alliwa bakery in Ashiras’ neighborhood were targeted by security forces and Shabiha followers of the Syrian regime, suddenly they shot citizens who were standing queues to buy bread without any reason, killing
3 people on the spot two of them Christian sect, and the fall of more than 60 wounded, including children:
Alfarhanya Village 16/06/2021:
As number of village residences’ were lining up in front of the bakery to get bread for their families, The
Syrian government’s army deliberately targeted them right at the same time a significant number of mortar
rounds shelled the place, killing 5 of residences in a glance their bodies were quite maimed no heads no
heads, and fell over 20 wounded, this is what mortar rounds always do for being random according to the
international Classification.
A clip to massacre’s martyrs:
The targeted Bakery.
Hamidiyas’ Bakery 07/06/2012:
Which is the only remains bakery for the neighborhood that provides surviving residents with a little bread
loaves, the army forces affiliated to the Syrian government targeted the bakery by intensive Scud missiles
deliberately without any reason, leading to its collapse, killing 3 martyrs, and 35 people at least wounded.
Furthermore, after the cutting off for flour supplies to the bakeries for two months, security forces, military
checkpoints and shabiha (thugs), prevented the access of any flour to the town and confiscate it, On top of
that the Syrian army forces shelled bakery’s full tanks, which made residents rely on bread distributed by the
government.
In addition to this, according to residents and more than an eyewitness statements plus testimonies from
several bodies, they affirmed that the Syrian regime had offered bread sacks, poisoned more than 45 cases,
including women and children, death of two people.
The district physicians’ report in field hospital described the symptoms of poisoning as vomiting, abdominal
pain, constricted iris, brachycardia. With this miserable medical position and the occupation of governmental and private hospitals by security and Shabiha, those who got injured they had ill filed treatment with the
simplest equipment and medicines.
Talbesa bakery Massacre in rural Homs, 24.12.2012:
A number of MiGs air had raids on the city and lunched 6 rockets into the bakery, killing immediately 15
residents, including at least 5 children 4 from the same family, There has been no reason that would justify
this willful killing of civilians.
Documentation attachments:
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6. Al-Ghannto region bakery Massacre27/12/2012:
The air force which is only owned by the pro-Syrian government army bombed directly with malice aforethought the automated bakery, killing 3, including a child, at least 60 people wounded.
Residents after being bombardment.

Third: Hama province 23/12/2012:
The Cham Islamic charity Foundation had secured an amount of 20 bags (a ton) of flour on the massacre day,
and when the automated bakery (municipal) started to work news spread to the residents and started to gather
leading to a very big crowd, which required intervention from some FSA fighters’ to regulate the role, there
were 4 of them in addition to a number of Volunteers with them.
Furthermore, at 4:3 pm a Sukhoi Su-22 fighter hovered above the Halfaya city, then it took course above
Mhardeh, headed eastward directly over the bakery and dropped 8 bombs. The first shell directly hit the
crowd, who was queuing in front of the bakery, which led to a huge explosion followed by several small
explosions causing for people shrapnel flew straight into more than 200 meters.
We documented 45 resident name were killed in that shelling, including two women, some FSA fighters, and
civilians who were waiting for bread. The exact number of wounded is difficult to verify. Activist “Samir,”
from Halfaya has told us that he had seen more than 120 injured, according to his estimates.

Fourth: Deir Ezzor: Al-Bousaiyra bakery bombardment 25/12/2012:
The Syrian government’s MiG Aircraft shelled on the village, with a number of missiles, killing 17 residents
on the spot and, injuring more than 35.
15- Abdul Rahman al-Haj Mustafa
16- Khalid Amish Hassan almakl.
17- Saad Hamdan Hamdan
Martyrs and wounded.
Unidentified Bodies.
Injured:
Wounded, including children:

Fifth: Idlib province: Kafr Owaid bakery bombardment 16/09/2012:
Sunday, at around 3:00 a.m. 16/09/2012 Kafr Owaid residents was surprised by the heavy helicopters hovering, and all of a sudden dropped quickly TNT barrels over the village, which is being used a lot in now a
days, for its low-cost.
The Syrian regime army aircraft dropped 7 barrels; one of them targeted the automated bakery facilities’ in
town, killing 10 civilians at once from Al- Mglaj family, including a woman called Dlal Al-Essa, among the
ten victims four women, as well as at least 120 injured, and destruction of nearly 20 house.
Attachments those documents’ incident details:
First: martyrs documentation.
Idlib: martyrs of Kafr Owaid horrific massacre lots of them are women and children, all are civilians.
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Second: wounded and injured all of civilians:

Seventh: Damascus Rural, Harasta, bakery bombardment 13/01/2013:
The pro-Syrian government Warplanes targeted Harasta market area, with a number of rockets, the missiles
destroyed a great number of buildings in addition to a bakery called Kapitola which has been completely
destroyed, as it considered one of the three bakeries exists in town.
Therefor these shelling 8 martyrs were killed who weren’t lining up in front of the bakery; as the bakery was
closed supervene of dislodgment most of the city’s resident’s away, after the heavy shelling for the town.
Video from the attack site shows the devastation effects that happened for Kapitola bakery, in Harasta market
area, after being targeted by the Syrian army forces.
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